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Victor Pasmore: A Selective Bibliography

This bibliography contains a selective list of books and journal articles about Victor Pasmore. It does not contain an inclusive list of exhibition catalogues or reviews of exhibitions. Books held by the Architectural Association Library will have the shelfmark noted; any material directly related to Peterlee will also contain a note. For additional information or material about Victor Pasmore, please ask the Librarian or Deputy Librarian.

**BOOKS**

**Monographs**

*Background: the artist and his environment: Alan Davie, Merlyn Evans, Ivon Hitchens and Victor Pasmore.*

*The image in search of itself / Victor Pasmore.* [Rome]: 2RC editrice, [1975?]
Notes: "Opere grafiche"--Cover.

*Victor Pasmore: with a catalogue raisonné of the paintings, constructions and graphics 1926-1979 / introductions by Alan Bowness and Luigi Lambertini.*


**Exhibition catalogues (arranged by date)**

Notes: Catalog of an exhibition held May 1 - 31, 1952.


Victor Pasmore. [Durham : Department of Fine art, King’s College, University of Durham, 1960].
   Exhibition catalogue.


Pasmore + Paolozzi : Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam / georganiseerd door de British Council.
Amsterdam : Het Museum, [1961?]


[Paris, Presses artistiques, 1961]
   Notes: "L’exposition est organisée par le British Council et le Musée des arts décoratifs."


Victor Pasmore. [London : Marlborough Fine Art Ltd., 1964.]


   Notes: Catalog of an exhibition held July 3-25, 1965 at the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art and August 1-21, 1965 at the Walker Art Gallery.


   (Art from Britain; 4)

   Notes: Catalogue of Pasmore’s screenprints at the Marlborough Graphics, London.


ARTICLES


British Heritage minister Tony Banks has refused to designate as a landmark a building designed in 1970 by the late artist Victor Pasmore in Peterlee, Eng.


Notes: Concerns bridge and pavilion at Peterlee.


“Housing at Peterlee.” In: *Architectural review* 1961 Feb., v.129, p.88-97, ISSN 0003-861X.

Notes: An article on the design of Peterlee by Daniel, Dixon and Pasmore.


Notes: An edited text of an interview with the late artist Victor Pasmore, conducted in September 1995.

“Leadership of Pasmore; show at the Ohana gallery.” In: *Art news* 1958 Nov., v.57, p. 44+.


Notes: Discusses the fate of the Pavilion at Peterlee.

“Park by V. Pasmore.” In: Bulletin of the National Gallery of South Australia 1954 Jan., v.15, p.[2].

“Pasmore in Malta: some questions posed by J. Reichardt.” In: Art international 1972 Mar., v.16, p. 50-3, ISSN: 0004-3230.

“Pasmore in public; the first permanent constructivist sculpture in a public building in Britain.” In: Art news 1956 Dec., v. 55, p. 55.


“Re-establishing the individual factor.” In: Art and artists 1969 Mar., v.4, p. 46-9, ISSN 0004-3001.


“Retrospective (traveling exhibit) / F. Spaulding.” In: Burlington magazine 1980, Apr., v.122, p. 278+, ISSN 0007-6287

Article about Victor Pasmore’s interview for the National Sound Archive.
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